
Ankur Jalota • Sr. Product Designer

Experience

SKILLS
Applications
Figma, Sketch, InVision, 
Photoshop, Illustrator, 
Amplitude, Optimizely, 
Google Analytics

Specialties
Interaction design, visual 
design, contextual 
interviews, usability studies, 
a/b testing, responsive web 
design, mobile design, 
prototyping

Education
University of California,

San Dieg

 B.S. Cognitive Science 
w/ specialization in HC

 Minor, Computer 
Science

Sr. Product Designer, Kareo

Tackled numerous complex problems in medical software
 Designed a new Telehealth service with a rapid turnaround time in 

June-Aug 2020, to address the needs of practices during the 
pandemic. Significant new revenue stream for Kareo.

 R&D a new scheduling page to allow patients to book appts. with a 
practice online, catering to needs of different medical specialties

 Manage a Mental Health Advisory Board to drive company goal of 
increasing sales to mental health practices.

Jan 2019-Present

Sr. UX Designer, Healthine

Increased user engagement of the website via a/b testing and designed 
health-related smartphone applications

 Continually optimized the Healthline.com website by creating 
experiments to increase user engagement via A/B testing

 Win: One design increased article sessions by 23%, or upto 18k 
sessions

 Created responsive web designs for many products throughout the 
website

 Led UX research to determine features for complex domains such as 
pharmaceutical drug content

 Led the design of new smartphone apps, such as Knee Gym (exercise 
app), MS Buddy (chat app for condition-specific communities).

May 2014-Jan 2017 (2 years)

Senior Interaction Designer, McAfee

Led the design of e-commerce and web products in the consumer 
products division

 One-Page Shopping Cart: single-handedly re-designed the shopping 
cart experience over 9 months from a static, multiple-page design to 
a dynamic, single-page design, with the goal of increasing 
conversion and reducing support costs

 Dashboard: Ideated, tested, and implemented a new site moving 
from a simple download-only paradigm to a cloud-based dashboard, 
allowing customers to monitor and manage multiple devices like 
PCs, Macs, smartphones, and tablets

 Win: This new design won the PC Mag Editor Award two years in a 
row

 Responsive Shopping Cart: Explored innovative designs for a 
responsive shopping cart, starting with a mobile-first strategy to 
increasing conversion in the mobile context.

July 2011-July 2013 (2 years 1 month)

Senior Interaction Designer, Qualcomm

Designed complex PC-based apps for mobile app developers, and 
mobile apps for the BREW OS.

 Designed new innovative SDK tools like Target Manager and SDK 
Manager

 Contextual interviews with developers for the TrigBuilder app, aimed 
to make developing mobile apps easier and quicker

 Designed core mobile applications for BREW OS: Main Menu, Phone, 
Contacts, DRM, Push-to-talk, Settings, etc

 Win: Awarded a patent for the design of synchronizing contacts 
between the phone and SIM card.

Aug 2004 - May 2011 (6 years)

Portfolio
www.ankurjalota.com

LinkedIn

pw: aloha

CONTACT

ajalota@gmail.com
714.318.2016

Los Angeles

http://ankurjalota.com
http://winwkwe.lidnkIendin.com/in/ankurjalota/

